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Abstract: Pathogen-derived resistance strategies using coat proteins, movement proteins, non-structural proteins.
replicases, antisense and satellite RNAs for the production of virus-resistant transgenic plants are briefly discussed. The
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commercialization of transgenic plants with viral inserts and its effects on bio-safety, are highlighted.
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infection, The hazards are associated with the possibility
that a virus infecting a PDR-transgenic plants: (a) might be
genetically altered through genomic recombination between
viral RNA and mRNA of transgenic viral coat protein; (b)
might be altered in transmission properties by
transcapsidation with coat protein generated in the
transgenic plants, thereby gaining for the virus potential for
access to new plant communities to which it was previously
excluded, or © might acquire a new capacity to infect the
transgenic plant by virtue of function provided by
expression of trangenic gene. This paper reviews briefly the
information available on PDR and highlights the risks
associated with commercialization of PDR-transgenic plants
with virus-inserts.

Introduction
Virus diseases cause serious losses in horticultural and
agricultural crops. They are especially trouble-some in
tropical and subtropical areas of developing countries where
population density is high, plant disease diagnostic
techniques and preventive measures are few and vectors of
viruses are in abundance. Once a particular crop plant is
infected by a virus, no proper and effective cure is
available. Prophylactic measures are the only tools to
control plant virus diseases to minimize yield and quality
losses. Crop losses caused by viruses are variable and
mostly depend upon host genotype, virus strains,
environmental conditions and prevalent virus vectors. Crop
losses in a few crops due to viruses are listed in Table 1.
For the farmers, vector control through chemical sprays or
inherit resistant crop varieties are the options for controlling
plant virus diseases after planting certified virus-free
propagative materials (seed, cuttings, bud-wood, bulbs,
etc.). But continuous spread of virus diseases through
various agencies, build up of inoculum and development of
severe virus strains, increase in population of viruliferous
vectors (aphids, white flies, hoppers, beetles, nematodes
and fungi) and gradual deterioration and degeneration of
crop varieties especially those grown vegetatively, lead to
unprofitable agricultural production. Conventional breeding
programme is one of the option to develop resistant crop
varieties but this practice is time consuming and nondurable
because the resistance is quite often over come by the
development of new virulent virus strains.
Transformation of plants with segments of viral genomes
frequently results in the development of plants that are
resistant or immune to the virus from which the sequences
were derived. This new approach is generally called
"pathogen-derived resistance (PDR)". Important PDR
strategies used in crop protection against viruses are listed
below (Table 2).
Although this technology has been successfully exploited to
control virus infections in plants but an environmental risk
factor is evident in this work based on propensity of viruses
to interact during simultaneous replication in mixed

Pathogen-derived resistance strategies in crop protection:
During early 1980s an alternative approach emerged from
various laboratories that it might be possible to engineer and
incorporate stable resistance in a susceptible crop by
introducing a genome segment of the pathogen into the
plant genome (Hamilton, 1980; Sanford and Jhonston,
1985). The theory of PDR became reality in 1987 when
Abel et al. (1986) demonstrated that
tobacco
(Nicotiana tabacum cv. Xanthi) plants which had been
stablely transformed (by Agrobacterium tomefacins) to
express the coat protein (CP) gene of tobacco mosaic virus
(TMV) were resistant to the virus. Several independently
transformed lines of tobacco plants were challenged by
mechanical inoculation either with virion or with naked
TMV RNA (Abel et al., 1986). A direct positive correlation
existed between the amount of TMV CP gene expressed
and the level of resistance and that the resistance
was the highest against subsequent TMV infection. In
most cases, the resistance was not absolute (i.e., the plants
were not immune to virus), nor had the plants become
tolerant (i.e., supportive of symptomless infections) but
there was a delay of several days in the appearance of
disease symptoms and due to slow systemic movement
of the virus in the plants. This coat protein-mediated
resistance (CPMR) was eventually overcame when
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Table 1: Crop losses due to viruses (1992 values)
Virus

Crop

African cassava mosaic virus
Barley yellow dwarf virus

Cassava
Barley
Wheat
Sugar beet
Citrus
Potato
Rice
Rice
Rice

Beet yellows virus
Citrus tristeza virus
Potato leaf roll virus
Rice tungro virus
Ragged stunt virus
Hoja blanca

Countries
Africa
UK
UK
UK
World-wide
UK
SE Asia
SE Asia
S. America

Loss/Year
$2000 millions
£6 millions
£5 millions
£5-50 millions
£9-24 millions
£30-50 millions
$1500 millions
$140 millions
$9 millions

[Source: modified from Wilson and Davies (1994)]

against a ssDNA gemini virus has also been reported
(Kunik et al., 1994) and work is still in progress to
demonstrate CPMR against double-stranded (ds)DNA
caulirnoviruses or badnaviruses. Recently, coat proteinmediated immunity (CPMI) has been reported against potato
mop-top, a fungally-transmitted rod-shaped virus (PMTV)
and it has been shown that CPMI completely protected
CPtransformed Nicotiana benthamona plants against
natural transmission of the virus by its fungal vector,
Spongospora subterranea f. sp subterranea (Reavy et al.,
1995; Arif et al., 1999).
A second revolutionary approach appeared in 1990 when it
was shown (Golemboski et al., 1990) that transgenic plants
expressing the TMV sequence encoding for non-structural,
enzymatic protein, the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase or
replicase, had also conferred protection against high
concentration of challenge inocula of TMV (100 μg/ml) or
TMV RNA (300 μg/ml). But as with TMV CP, these
objectives were quickly overlooked with the serendipitous
discovery of another pathogen-derived, dominant and
effective resistance "the replicase gene mediated
resistance". Replicase gene-mediated resistance (RGMR)
operates only against very closely-related viruses, even
more so than CPMR, but seemed to confer "immunity" by
inhibiting all stages of the viral RNA replication cycle (Carr
and Zaitlin, 1991; Carr et al., 1994).
Several parallel RGMR systems were soon developed and
studied, notably trom pea early browning tobravirus
(PEBV; Farlane and Davies 1992), potato virus X
(PVX; Braun and Hemenway, 1992; Longstaff et al., 1993),
CMV (Anderson et al., 1992; Zaitlin et al., 1994; Carr et al.,
1994), the most widely prevalent potato virus Y
(Audy et al., 1994) and cyrnbidium ringspot tombusvirus
(Rubino et al., 1993). When a large number of independent
transgenic lines expressing complete, truncated or
mutated replicase protein genes were compared from
different laboratories, it became clear that the resistance
did not
correlate with the amount of detectable
protein, or in any predictable way with the specific gene
construct (reviewed in Wilson (1993)). To answer or settle
some of these discrepancies, subtle (and now largely
redundant) arguments were made about the relative
infectivity of the full-length virus clone from which the
replicase
gene(s)
had
been
sub-cloned
due

Table 2: Pathogen-derived resistance strategies used in crop
protection
Coat protein-mediated resistance (CPMR)
Replicase gene (truncated, defective, or functional)
mediated resistance (RGMR).
Movement protein-mediated resistance (MPMR)
Vector transmission protein-mediated resistance (VtPMR)
Satellite RNA-mediated resistance (SatRNAMR)
Defective interfering RNA/DNA
Ribozymes
Virus-elicited, native host resistance gene
[Source: modified from Wilson (1993) and Beachy (1997)]

the transgenic plants were inoculated with very high
concentration 1 μg/ml) of the virus inoculum. When plants
of the same tobacco line 3404 were inoculated with naked
TMV RNA at 0.5-1.0 μg/ml which could easily initiated
infection on susceptible controls, failed to infect CPtransgenic plants (Reimann-Philipp and Beachy, 1993)
indicating a degree of resistance to TMV RNA challenge
inoculation. Similar results have also been reported in 1987
using potato viruses X or S (PVX or PVS) CP transgenic
plants and PVX or PVS RNA inocula (Hemenway et al.,
1988; MacKenzie and Tremaine, 1990; MacKenzie et al.,
1991) (Table 3). Occasionally, an antisense CP gene
construct would confer some protection against the cognate
virus in transgenic test plants (Hemenway et al., 1988:
Cuozzo et al., 1988). In general, however, this strategy,
which has been successful in down-regulating or interfering
with plant gene expression (e.g., as in the Flavr SavrTM
tomato of Calgene Inc.), has proved almost universally
disappointing and ineffective against plant RNA viruses
which replicate to very high copy numbers in the cytoplasm
of infected cells. Only in the case of a single-stranded
(ss)DNA gemini virus an antisense gene sequence provided
significant protection against challenge virus replication,
which takes place in the cell nucleus (Day et al., 1991;
Bejarano and Lichtenstein, 1994).
Between 1987 and 1995, large number of reports appeared
on CPMR targeted against members of all the major groups
of plant RNA viruses (Table 3). These have been reviewed
extensively (Beachy et al., 1990; Wilson, 1993;
Lomonossoff, 1995; Beachy, 1997; Lecoq, 1997). CPMR
2
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Table 3: Examples of coat protein-mediated resistance against virus infection
Source of

Plant species

Virus protection

CP-gene

transformed

is exhibited to

TMV1

tobacco

TMV

References
Abel et al. (1986) and
Nelson et al. (1987)

TMV

tobacco

ToMV, TMGMV

Stark et al. (1990)

TMV

tobacco

PVX, CMV, AIMV,

Anderson et al. (1989)

TMV

tomato

TMV, ToMV

AIMV

tobacco

AIMV

SHMV
Nelson et al. (1988),
Van Dun et al. (1987),
Van Dun et al. (1988a, b),
Loesch-Fries et al. (1987),
Tumer et al. (1987) and
Halk et al. (1989),
AIMV

tomato

AIMV

Tumer et al. (1987)

AIMV
TRV

alfalfa

AIMV

Halk et al. (1989)

tobacco

TRV

Van Dun and Bol (1988) and
Angenent et al. (1990)

TRV

tobacco

PEBV

TSV

tobacco

TSV

Van Dun and Bol (1988)
Van Dun et al. (1988b)

CMV

tobacco

CMV

Cuozzo et al. (1988)

SMV

tobacco

PVY, TEV

Stark and Beachy (1989)

BNYVV

sugarbeet

BNYVV

Kallerhoff et al. (1990)

PVX

tobacco

PVX

Hemenway et al. (1988)

PVX

potato

PVX

Hoekema et al. (1989)

PaRSV

tobacco

TEV

Ling et al. (1990)

Carica papaya

PaRSV

Lius et al. (1997)

TVMV

tobacco

TVMV,TEV

Murphy et al. (199)0

PPV

tobacco

PPV

Regner et al. (1992)

TSWV

tobacco

TSWV

Gielen et al. (1991) and
MacKenzie and Ellis (1992)

PVX I- PVY

potato

PVX, PVY

Lawson et al. (1990),

PVY

potato

PVY

PVS

potato

PVS

MacKenzie and Tremaine (1990)

CMV

tobacco

CMV

Cuozzo et al. (1988)

CMV

cucumber

CMV

Kaniewski et al. (1990)
Lawson et al. (1990)

Slightom et al. (1990) and
Quemada et al. (1991)

CMV

Tomato

CMV

PLRV

potato

PLRV

Gielen et al. (1996)
Kawchuk et al. (1990),
Kawchuk et al. (1991) and
Van der Wilk et al. (1991)

TRV

tobacco

n.e.2

Ploeg et al. (1993)

ArMV

tobacco

ArMV

Cooper et al. (1994)

TYLCV

tomato

TYLCV

Kunik et al. (1994)

SCMV

Sugarcane

SCMV

Smith et al. (1996)

BNYVV
1

TMV-tobacco

Su arbeet
mosaic

virus;

ToMV-tomato

BNYVV
mosaic

virus;

TMGMV-tobacco

Mannerlof et al. (1996)
mild

green

mosaic

virus;

PVX-potato virus

X; CMV-cucumber mosaic virus; AIMV-Alfalfa mosaic virus; SHMV-sun-hemp mosaic virus; TRV-tobacco rattle virus; PEBV-pea early
browning virus; TSV-tobacco streak virus; SMV-soybean mosaic virus; PVY-potato virus Y; TEVtobacco etch virus; BNYVV-beet
necrotic yellow vein virus; TBRV-tomato bushy stunt virus; PaRSV-papaya ringspot virus; PPV-plum pox virus; TVMV-tobacco vein mottle
virus; PLRV-potato leafroll virus; TYLCV-tornato yellow leaf curl virus; ArMV-arabis mosaic virus. SCMV•sugarcane mosaic virus; 2 not
effective.
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to high RNA mutation rates and inter-strain variation.
From the studies, it became apparent that sequences other
than the CP gene could function as pathogen-derived
resistance genes, thus diverging researchers from strategic
connection to virus assembly-disassembly events or
classical "cross-protection" ideas. The rush was on
functional or mutated cell-to-cell movement of protein
genes, virus-coded protease genes, helicase genes,
nucleotide binding protein genes and even viral genes for
proteins of no known function sub-cloned and inserted into
a model or in a real crop plant DNA to demonstrate
protection against the virus of the source gene.
Increasingly, the hope was to find a sequence that would
confer broad spectrum resistance against many plant
viruses, both related and unrelated to the viral source of the
gene. By and large this has not happened. These strategies
have involved antibody (Tavladoraki et al., 1993) cytotoxin
or inhibitor protein genes, often designed to be activated
only when a uniquely viral event occurs e.g., dsRNA
mediated activation of the 2,5-A (interferon-like) pathway
(Truve et al., 1993). Strategies involved in the expression
of wound-induced pathogenesis-related proteins, or ribsomeinactiviating proteins (Taylor et al., 1994) such as ricin,
pokeweed antiviral protein (Lodge et al., 1993), or
diphtheria toxin. The prospect of widespread environmental
releases of crop plants expressing some (or any) of these
(latent) cytotoxic genes will doubtless call for careful review
and stringent risk assessments to be made. A third
revolution occurred in 1992 when Dougherty and colleagues
(Lindbo and Dougherty, 1992a, b) first showed that a CP
gene, mutated to lose its ability of making any protein at all
in plants, could, in many transformed tobacco lines, confer
very high levels of resistance (immunity) to the parent virus.
Taken together with data on non-expressing or low
expressing lines of transformed plants with replicase genes,
Baulcombe (1994), Dougherty et al. (1993), Silva-Rosales
et al. (1994), Smith et al. (1994) and Prins and Goldbach
(1996) independently developed theories on RNA-mediated
resistance strategies and their operation through an
RNA sequence-specific, host cell cytoplasmic,RNA
degradation pathway; the same pathway which degrades
over-expressed, unnecessary, faulty or already-translated
cellular mRNAs that causes the genetic phenomena known
as co-suppression.
Working with PVX and tobacco etch potyvirus (TEV), these
research groups have fine-tuned the requirements for RNAmediated transgenic resistance and have begun to dissect
the generic, cellular mechanisms responsible for this
process. As a current rule-of-thumb, "co-suppression" by a
pathogen-derived resistance gene sequence requires at
least 1 kb of 100 percent identical nucleotide sequence and
up to 4kb of 80-90 percent identical sequence of RNA to be
able to prime the cellular RNA degradation pathway in
order to destroy incoming RNA from the challenge
pathogen. A clue to identify and select those transgenic
lines most likely to have effective RNA mediated resistance

(in contrast to those for functional or defective viral
protein-mediated resistance) is to select the lowest RNA
expressors. Low expression is known to be independent of
transgene copy number or T-DNA insert position effects-two
popular old dogmas. It actually relates to activation of the
foreign sequence-specific RNA degradation pathway.
The most elegant demonstration of this hypothesis to date
comes from Baulcombe and colleagues (English et al., 1995;
Mueller et al., 1995) who acquired both high and low
expressing lines of tobacco plants transformed with an
Escherichia coli B-glucuronidase (GUS) gene (Hobbs et al.,
1993). A full-length clone of PVX with an additional
inserted GUS gene sequence was used to create infectious
RNA. When these PVX: GUS RNAs were mechanically
inoculated onto high or low GUS expressing transgenic
tobacco a wild-type PVX infection occurred only on the high
GUS expressing lines; the low expressors were resistant to
the virus. This PVX resistance operated at the cytoplasmic
level, where PVX replicates and arose by plant cell-mediated
degradation of PVX:GUS inoculum RNA at the GUS
sequence, thus confirming the "co-suppression' hypothesis.
Alongside these major developments in plant virus genomederived transgenes there has been sustained interest in
other virus-dependent (parasitic) RNA or DNA sequences
with the capacity to ameliorate symptoms and/or to cause
reduced virus replication and to increase plant tolerance,
resistance or even immunity. Specifically these include
satellite RNAs (Harrison et al., 1987; Gerlach et al., 1987;
Ponz
et al., 1987; Jacquemond et al., 1988;
Roossinck et al., 1992; McGarvey et al., 1994; Kurath and
Dodds, 1994),
defective
interfering
(DI)
RNAs
(Hillman et al., 1987; Li et al., 1989; Burgyan et al., 1989;
Jones et al., 1990; Marsh et al., 1991a, b; De Oliveira
Resende et al., 1991, 1992; Yie et al., 1992; Yie and Tien,
1993; White and Morris, 1994) or DNAs (Stanley et al.,
1990; Frischmuth and Stanley, 1991; Stenger,1994) and
ribozyme (Uhlenbeck, 1987; Haseloff and Gerlach, 1988;
Symons, 1991; Mazzolini et al., 1992; Edington et al.,
1992; Steinecke et al., 1992; L'Huillier et al., 1992)
sequences connected to viral antisense arm sequences
(10-20 nucleotides) for binding to a target site.
Recombination between Viral RNA and Transgene: Risks
involved: The expression of viral sequences in transgenic
plants is designed to confer protection against the donor
virus and its related viruses and undoubtedly these
unconventional crop protection strategies have provided
extreme resistance or even immunity against virus infection.
There are very bright prospects of commercialization of this
techonology in the near future. Before the introduction of
the transgenic crop plants in fields, the possibility of an
interaction between the products of the transgene and a
''superinfecting" virus should properly be investigated,
addressed and wisely considered. This could change the
epidemiology of the infecting virus! viruses, resulting in the
development of new diseases in areas or in crops where the
disease has not occurred previously. Specifically there is
4
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the possibility that introduction of viral sequences into
transgenic plants could, or would, affect RNA recombination
events with and change the genomes of subsequent
challenged viruses. Thus it could create new diseases or
viruses with increased virulence or altered host range. The
possibility of this potential danger needs to be resolved
before large scale exploitation of transgenic plants. In the
follwing paragraph, recombination of viral RNA with
transgene products have been critically analyzed to resolve
potential risks and bio-safty concerns involved with the
commercialization of PDR.
It has been no experimental evidence of recombination
between viral genome and the transgene. However, recently
an evidence has been produced on RNA recombination and
heteroencapsidation between related and unrelated viruses
occurring in transgenic plants. The CP of plum pox potyvirus
has confered aphid-transmissibility to a nontransmissible
isolate of zucchini yellow mosaic virus (Lecoq et al., 1993).
This particular case has raised the possibility of
encapsidation of the genome of a "superinfecting" virus by
the transgerically produced CP and thus has changed the
vector specificity (Lecoq et al., 1993). More recently, a
report on "Recombination between viral RNA and transgenic
plant transcripts" (Greene and Allison, 1993), has posed
threats to field release of transgenic plants. Transgenic
plants expressing the 3' two-thirds of the cowpea chlorotic
mottle virus (CCMV) CP gene were inoculated with a
CCMV deletion mutant lacking the 3' one-third of the
CP. Four of 125 inoculated transgenic plants became
systemically infected and it was shown that systemic
infection occurs only if recombination corrects and restores
a functional CP gene. Analysis of viral RNA confirmed the
recombination of transgenic mRNA and the challenging virus
through aberrant homologous recombination.
There are a few reports available on homologous and
heteralogous RNA recombinations in tobra- (Robinson et al.,
1987; Angenent et al., 1989), bromo- (Bujarski and
Kaesberg, 1986; Bujarski et al., 1994), alfamo- (Van der
Kuyl et al., 1991), caulimo- (Gal et al., 1992) and
nepoviruses (Scott et el., 1992). Recombination during virus
replication could contribute to the rapid evolution of RNA
viruses and could change host range or vector specificity,
traits that have been attributed to the CP of several plant
viruses (Dawson and Hilf, 1992) and the association
between virus coded structural proteins and heterologous
nucleic acid is significant if it creates new opportunities for
virus/gene transfer (Cooper et al., 1994). RNA
recombination events are clearly perceived as occurring
frequently in nature and transgenically expressed viral
mRNA is available to recombine with replicating RNA
viruses, Therefore, RNA recombination should be considered
as a vivid possibility when analysing the risks posed by
virus-resistant transgenic crop plants.
The mechanism of PDR is due to a delay/slowdowning of
the events of virus infection (entry into plant cell, bio-

chemical replication, translocation, etc.) leading to
resistance or immunity in some cases in agricultural crops.
The mechanisms of different PDR strategies have
extensively been reviewed (Lomonossoff, 1995; Baulcombe,
1996). PDR technologies could only be beneficial and
commercially adaptable when hazards and risks involved are
thoroughly investigated and carefully managed. A number
of field trials have been conducted to assess the
effectiveness of the PDR (Gonsalves and Slightom, 1993;
Jongedijk et al., 1993; Kaniewski and Thomas, 1993).
These trials have been mainly carried out with transgenic
plants expressing viral coat protein with encouraging
results. The main objective of this review is to highlight the
prospects and importance of the PDR strategies and its
application in the crop protection against viruses keeping in
view its judicious application in order to minimize the
potential risks involved in its commercialization.
Future Prospects: The significance of PDR for developing
virus resistant plant is well established. Hopefully, in near
future, more cases of PDR against different viruses, using
different and broad spectrum chimeric gene cassettes from
virus genomes, in various crops will be developed. Work on
field release of plant with viral inserts is in progress and
public concern about genetically modified crop is emerging.
As scientists, it is our responsibility to accept the challenge
and criticisms about the technology that we help to develop
and to address the public concerns as honestly and openly
as we possibly can. The modern approaches for the
control of plant viruses using PDR technology which has
extensively been reviewed in this paper would be a source
of excitement and stimulation for the young scientists
involved in Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology. Wide
spread use of PDR techonology in the development of
resistant varieties of crops shall revolutionize the agricultural
productivity due to minimization crop losses against
viruses. This review paper would serve as an easy and
handy source of information for molecular biologists,
agricultural scientists\researchers associated with the
development of resistant varieties against prevalent viruses
and shall also enhance the knowledge, understanding,
awareness and use of this modern crop protection approach
against numerous virus diseases of crop plants. With all
things taken together, the future for controlling virus
diseases looks bright.
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